INFO GUIDE #12

Tips For Curing Homegrown Cannabis
After your cannabis is dried and processed, it’s time to think about curing, burping, and
re-humidifying your crop to the perfect smoking and vaping consistency. Much like the process
of aging ﬁne wine or spirits, curing cannabis for only a few weeks has the potential to unlock
some of your crop’s most desirable qualities.

Why Cure Cannabis?
Unlike drying, which is simply the process of removing moisture
from cannabis, curing is a procedure of long-term storage that
helps ﬂavors, aromas, and terpenes reach their full potential.
In ideal circumstances, properly curing cannabis can elevate the
outcome of a harvest, leading to tighter ﬂowers and more intense
ﬂavors and aromas.
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CURE IN A COOL AND DARK
PLACE

How to Cure Cannabis Step-by-Step
Step #1: Place Freshly Dried
Cannabis into Jars
Begin the curing process by placing freshly dried and trimmed
cannabis into airtight jars. The curing process can only take place
once the gasses trapped in cannabis ﬂowers have an opportunity
to swell, contract, and marinate in a sealed environment.
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PLACE FRESHLY DRIED CANNABIS INTO JARS

Step #3: “Burb” Your Crop Daily
An oxygenation process called “burping” may also be useful
during this stage. To ﬁght the build-up of excess humidity, open
your container and add fresh air to your curing jars by ﬂuffing
or “burping” the ﬂowers inside. Burping your crop daily will
cause an instant air exchange, allowing stale air and moisture
to be removed from the mason jar.
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OPEN YOUR CONTAINER AND ADD FRESH AIR
TO YOUR CURING JARS BY FLUFFING OR
“BURPING” THE FLOWERS INSIDE

SEAL THE LID
ON THE JARS

7 days
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Step #2: Cure in Cool, Dark Place

BURP YOUR CROP DAILY FOR THE
FIRST WEEK AFTER SEALING YOUR
CANNABIS IN THE JARS.

Providing your buds with a cool and dark space will reduce the
liklihood of heat and light exposure. While it is a good idea to
monitor your curing ﬂowers on a daily basis, keeping your
cannabis in complete darkness over the curing period will ensure
the outcome of your garden remains delicious and desirable.
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Step #4: Re-humidify Your Cannabis
If desired, the curing process can continue for several months. So, to maintain ﬂowers with an ideal smoking humidity, consider
re-humidifying your cannabis with 2-way humidity packs. Boveda makes some of the industry’s most reliable humidity controls. Simply
insert your Boveda pack into your curing container and watch your cannabis come back to life with a relative humidity of 50-60%.
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STABILIZE YOUR CROP AT A HUMIDTY
LEVEL BETWEEN 50-60%
Hygrometer/Thermometer

Humidity LeveL
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50-60%
OFF
RESET

INSERT A BOVEDA PACK INTO YOUR
CURING CONTAINER AND WATCH THE
CANNABIS COME TO LIFE

Cannabis stored in the appropriate environment will be viable for the next six to eight months.

Congratulations on ﬁnishing your cannabis-growing journey with us! If you experience any issues with your own cannabis plants,
don’t hesitate to reach out to the team at Grow Your Four for more advanced or technical information.
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